PREFACE
This report proposes some questions to be discussed by specialists
working
on various aspects of speech communication . These questions concern the
ultimate discrete components of language , their specific structure , their inventory
in the languages of the world , their identification
on the acoustical
and
perceptual levels and their articulatory
prerequisites
.
We regard the present list of distinctive
features , and particularly
their definitions
on different levels , as a provisional
sketch which is open to discussion
and which requires
experimental
verification
and further
elaboration . The
. nature of the ?e problems calls for coordinated research by linguists , psychologists
, experts inthe physiology of speech and hearing , physicists , communications
and electronics
engineers , mathematicians
, students in symbolic logic
and semiotics , and neurologists
dealing with language disturbances , as well
as the investigators
of the poetic use of speech sounds .
The occasional remarks on auditory experience with respect to single distinctive
features are meant merely as clues to future experiments
in this domain .
The articulatory
data have deliberately
been made brief and their only justifi cation is a desire to outline the connection between the motor means and the
acoustic effect ; for a more complete treatment
of articulatory
movements
see handbooks of general phonetics ( 1).
Since this study is addressed to workers in several fields , it was considered
appropriate
in places , to include certain data even though it might appear elementary
to the specialist
in anyone
domain . We have done our utmost to
avoid the ambiguity
and misunderstanding
resulting
from the unfortunate
diversity
of the terminology
used in the different
disciplines
relating to
communication .
The names of the distinctive
features are meant to denote linguistic
discriminations
: in other words , the significant
discriminations
utilized
in the code
common to the members of a speech community .
The stage of the speech
event to which a given term is etymologically
connected is much less important
. Thus a term which alludes to the articulation
may at times be used if
the articulatory
fact in question is common to all the manifestations
of the
given feature , e.g . , the nasalization
feature . Similarly , it is not important
whether the term refers primarily
to the physical or perceptual level , as long
as the feature is definable on both levels . In cases where no generally
accepted term was available , we have used names for certain distinctive
features
which may later be supplanted by more suitable ones . Nevertheless ,
a discussion
of the features themselves
seems to us more pertinent than an
argument over their labels .
Wherever suitable English examples were available . they have been used . Unless
otherwise
indicated the specimens are from the stabilized
and unilied
British Standard which has been exhaustively described under the label RP (Received
Pronunciation ) coined by Daniel Jones ( 2) . When languages other than
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English are used , we have endeavored
clear as possible .

to make the examples

as simple

and as

The signs employed in transcribed
examples are those of the International
Phonetic Association
(3) with a few modifications . A ) The affricates
are
represented
by single letters , the same as those used for the corresponding
(ho morganic ) constrictivesbutwithasuperscript
"' : sh - / f / , ch - 1] / . B ) When
indicating
the stress , the sign is placed immediately
before the accented
.vowel . C ) In accordance with the proposals
of the Copenhaf !;en Phonetic Conference
( 4) we render the syllabic and non - syllabic function of a phoneme by
the subscripts 0 and 1"\ respectively , voicing by ,
and voicelessness
by v .
The examples quoted within diagonals present the phonemic (" broad " ) transscription
which analyzes
speech into phonemes . The examples quoted in
square brackets give
the phonetic (" narrow " ) transcription
which is concerned
with the variety
of speech sou ? ds emitted , without reference
to their
function
in language . Examples
given in conventional
spelling
form are
underlined .
Many problems which are merely mentioned in passing will be c;iiscussed by
us elsewhere . A more detailed treatment
of the theoretical
questions outlined
in Chapter I and particularly
of the relation
between the sound shape
and its functions in language will be given in a future publication ( 5 ), where
also our analysis of the English phonemic pattern will be discussed
more
explicitly .
The mathematical
treatment
of
features within a message and
language code is the subject of
with Professor W . Hurewicz

the information
carried
by the distinctive
of their information
capacity within a given
a special study being prepared in collaboration
of the Department of Mathematics
of M .I . T .

We are greatly indebted to Professor
L . L . Beranek , Technical Director of the
Acoustics
Laboratory , M .I .T . , and to ProfessorSS
. Stevens ., Director
of the
Psychological
Laboratories
, Harvard University , for the many valuable suggestions
which they made upon reading our manuscript . We are grateful to Dr .
G . von Bekesy , Senior Research Fellow in Psychophysics
at Harvard University
, for his illuminating
comments on many of the problems involved . The
inspired
participation
of Professor
John Lotz in various stages of our discussions
greatly
contributed
to their progress . We thank Professors
W.
Hurewicz , J . C . R . Licklider , and W . A . Rosenblith , M .I . T . ) for their
stimulating
remarks .
This publication could hardly have been completed without the help of Professor
W . N . Locke , Head of the Department of Modern Languages , M .I . T . , who
contributed generously both time and advice .
We wish to acknowledge

further

the contributions

of Mr . R . F . Schreitmueller

,

Dr . K. N. Stevens and other members of the staffs of the Acoustics Labora -
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tory and the Research Laboratory of Electronics . M.l .T .. where a large part
of this research has been carried on in connection with projects financed
under grants from the US
.
Air Force and the Carnegie Foundation .
The research project in modern Russian at the Department of Slavic Languages
and Literatures . Harvard University . generously supported by the Rocke feller Foundation . and especially the superb xray studies made as part of
this research by Dr . A . S. MacMillan and Dr . George Kelemen at the
Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary . Harvard Medical School . clarified
many crucial points .
,For our spectrograms we used records kindly provided by Professor Marguerite
Durand , Institut de Phonetique , Paris , for French ; by Dr . F . S. Cooper ,
Associate Research Director of Haskins Laboratories , Professor John Lotz
and Dr . A . Kuypers for Circassian ; by Professor Clyde Kluckhohn , Harvard
University , for Navaho; by Professor E. Westphal of the London School of
Oriental and African Studies for Xhosa . Professor Osman Kemal Mawardi ,
M.I .T . , Dr . Hari Keshab Sen, Harvard College Observatory , and Mr . Esat
Turak , Harvard School of Design , graciously consented to serve as native
speakers for spectrograms of Arabic , Bengali and Turkish . We owe thanks
also to Mr . L . G. Jones of Northeastern University for spectrograms of
English and for kindly communicating to us the results of his own experiments .
We want to express our particular gratitude to Avis M . Tetley J who has
been both patient and efficient in seeing the manuscript through the press .
Criticisms and comments on any of the facts , concepts , term .s, or interpretations
presented in this report will be appreciated .

Cambridge , December 1951

Since the first edition of our Preliminaries
is out of print and the demand for
copies continues , we are publishing this second printing . The corrections and
additions were made possible through the numerous valuable suggestions
received from our correspondents . We are especially indebted to Professors
C. H. Borgstrom (University of Oslo ), K . Bouda (University of Erlangen ),
T . M. Camara (Rio de Janeiro ) , E . Fischer -J ~rgensen (University
of
Copenhagen) , R- MS ., Heffner (University of Wisconsin ) , W. Z. Leopold
(Northwestern University ), C. Levi - Strauss (University of Paris ) , H. Penzl
(University of Michigan ), K . L . Pike (University of Michigan ), T . H . Sebeok
(Indiana University ), K . Togeby (University of Copenhagen) , W. F . Twaddell
(Brown University ) and H. Werner (Clark University ). Mr .. G. de Saussure
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